This paper has expounded the serious defects and incomplete in mathematical structure of generalized Hamilton system on the connection space. GHS known as dx dt = J (x) ∇H (x) which is only for the flat Euclidean space, as for the general nonEuclidean space which often carries the connection structure, the GHS cannot well apply. Hence a complete dynamical system needs to be rebuilt for the non Euclidean space. We can use GCHS as a real dynamical system which is mathematically welldefined as
by using the covariant derivative D k to replace the ordinary derivative ∂ k .
The GHS is only a special case of GCHS, we get some results based on GCHS including the general covariant Possion bracket (GCPB), generalized covariant Jacobi identity (GCJI), by studying the stability properties of GCHS which lead to more abundant results. Synchronously, we have successfully obtained a new operator-W operator W which has similar functions to GCPB, GCPB is mathematically described by {F, G} = W (F G) + {F, G} GHS then GCHS can be shown as Dx k dt = {x k , H}, GCHS is a new theoretical framework built on W operator W , we also define a new dynamics-W dynamics w = W H * Classic Hamilton system denoted as CHS for convenience, Generalized Hamilton system as GHS, Nonlinear generalized Hamilton system as NGHS, Generalized covariant Hamilton system as GCHS, Generalized covariant Possion bracket as GCPB, Generalized covariant Jacobi identity as GCJI.
Introduction
In Newtonian mechanics, the time evolution is derived by evaluating the total force being exerted on each particle of the system, and from Newton's second law, the time evolutions of both position and velocity are computed. In contrast, in Hamiltonian mechanics, the time evolution is obtained by computing the Hamiltonian of the system in the generalized coordinates and inserting it in the Hamilton's equations. Hence, Hamiltonian mechanics is a theory developed as a reformulation of classical mechanics and predicts the same outcomes as non-Hamiltonian classical mechanics. It uses a different mathematical formalism, providing a more abstract understanding of the theory. the main motivation to use Hamiltonian mechanics comes from the symplectic structure of Hamiltonian systems.
Theoretically, Hamiltonian structure originates from classical mechanics which makes some of the stability problems of classical mechanics better to deal with. The infinite dimensional Hamilton system theory has broadened the research scope of classical mechanics. Some current research indicated that the Poisson structure in the mechanical system mainly comes from two aspects: Firstly, it is generated by the way of reduction in the possess of classical Hamiltonian system with symmetry, for example, the Euler equation of the free rigid body with a fixed-point movement and secondly, the image space of the momentum mapping exists the Poisson structure such as the situation of heavy rigid body in fixed-point movement. For a given system, the establishment of the Hamilton structure consists of two steps, namely, to write the Hamilton function and the Poisson brackets, the former can be obtained by the conserved quantity of the system, and it can also theoretically prove that for any conserved system there is a Hamiltonian structure, but it is difficult to seek out the Poisson brackets with practical value that can be used to make the Hamilton structure simple. The phase space of the mechanical system often has a cotangent bundle, the symplectic form on it naturally defines a Poisson bracket , thus starting from this, and then reutilizing the reduction theory, which is often an effective way to obtain a simpler Hamilton structure.
The generalized Hamiltonian system is the direct generalization of the classical Hamiltonian system defined on R 2n . The phase space of the classical Hamiltonian system can only be even dimensional and the phase space of the generalized Hamilton system can be either finite dimensional or even infinitely dimensional. The phase space of the generalized Hamiltonian system is a Poisson manifold, which usually possesses structure characteristics of a symplectic leaf layer. Each symplectic leaf layer is an invariant manifold of the generalized Hamilton system. The generalized Hamilton system restricted on it, which is the classical Hamilton system on symplectic manifold [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In order to apply the Hamiltonian viewpoint to a more broader dynamical system, many well-known scholars (the earliest can be traced back to the 20th century mathematician S.Lie) proposed various different generalizations, which allowed the proper generalized Poisson structure to be defined in any finite dimensional manifold. This structure has all the main properties like canonical Poisson bracket, and later in the 1960s, V.I.Arnold studied the flow problem of incompressible ideal fluid using Hamilton's viewpoint, and Hamilton's standpoint has been introduced into the problem of the infinite dimensional phase space. The generalized Poisson structure is defined on the phase space. Subsequently, J.Marsden et al according to Arnold's thought, the stability of a series of infinite dimensional dynamic systems is solved by using the generalized Poisson bracket theory. its basic idea has been systematically arranged, and it has become the important energy-Casimir method and the energy-momentum method in the study of nonlinear stability problems [1] [2] [3] .
As a system of mechanics, from Newton's mechanics to Hamilton's analytical mechanics, acceleration is a mechanical quantity that must be considered, so as a complete mechanical system should be compatible with each other, self consistent are the basic requirements required, this is the classical Hamiltonian system becoming the basic reason of the GHS expressed as dx dt = J (x) ∇H (x) which is self-consistent to the GPB {x i , H} GHS = J ij ∂H ∂x j . On Riemann manifold with the Levi-Civita connection, we are not able to obtain the geodesic equation marked as acceleration, for this reason, we can notice that GHS still has greatly unavoidable flaws, which is incompatible with or without self-consistency in the curved space with the connection structure. Thusly, it must be generalized to non-Euclidean curved space with covariant derivative. On the basis of the original GHS, new structural terms are given to symplectic manifolds and new structure system is constructed which are to obtain the generalized covariant brackets on the generalized Poisson manifold, in this way, we have to improve GHS and build covariant forms of GHS.
Preliminary Knowledge
This article uses the Einstein summation convention, i.e, according to this convention, when an index variable appears twice in a single term and is not otherwise defined, it implies summation of that term over all the values of the index, except for special instructions, such asẋ
and T represents transpose of a matrix. Suppose that C ∞ (M) is a set of locally differentiable functions on a differentiable manifold M. The U represents the neighborhood of a point p, and F and G are differentiable functions on U.
Classical Mechanical System
The motion of an n degree of freedom mechanical system can be described on the 2n dimensional phase space P which is composed of generalized coordinates and generalized conjugate momentum. For the conservative system, as long as you know the total energy of the system H : P → R, then the time evolution of the system through the H is uniquely defined by the following canonical Hamilton's equations:( [1] [2] [3] )
Hamilton's equations consist of 2m first-order differential equations. The canonical equation can also be expressed by the Poisson bracket on P :
where {, } is the canonical Poisson bracket on the function space C r (P ).
Hamilton's mechanics developed under the above framework is the most important part of classical mechanics. Equation (1) can be written in a more compact, matrix form
where z = (q, p) T represents a point in phase space, J the Poisson matrix, is the 2n × 2n asymmetric matrix shown above, and I is the n × n identity matrix, note that J is nondegenerate, indeed, det J = 1. Moreover, J 2 = −I, (here I is the 2n × 2n identity), so that J −1 = −J. The time rate of change of any scalar function F ∈ C 1 (M × R, R) on the extended phase space can be computed from (4) by using the chain rule
Here the expression {F, H} is called the (canonical) Poisson bracket, defined as
Under the matrix J in (4), we have following lemma 1.
Lemma 1 ( [5]).
[equilibria] A point z * is an equilibrium point of an autonomous Hamiltonian flow if and only if it is a critical point of H.
So thatż = 0 in (4), we must have ∇H = 0 because the matrix J is nondegenerate. Since equilibria are critical points of H, their stability can be determined by examination of the Hessian matrix of H.
Lemma 2 implies that the equations of motion for a Poisson system have the same form as (4),ż = J∇H. Moreover, the time derivative of any function of z can be obtained using
where DF stands for the collection of first derivatives of the function F . We distinguish this from ∇F , which is the column vector formed from the first derivatives. Typically DF = ∇ T F is a row vector.
Symplectic Forms
Symplectic Forms, [8] by a symplectic form on R 2n we mean a skew-symmetric, nondegenerate bilinear form. By nondegenerate we mean that the matrix representation of the bilinear form is nonsingular. A vector space equipped with a symplectic form is called a symplectic vector space. For our phase space R 2n a symplectic form is given by
where ·, · denotes the standard Euclidean inner product on R 2n . This particular symplectic form is referred to as the canonical symplectic form.
Note that nondegeneracy of the canonical symplectic form follows from the nondegeneracy of the Euclidean inner product and the invertibility of J.
We say that the symplectic form Ω (·, ·) defines a symplectic structure on the phase space R 2n . For a given Hamiltonian function H, the corresponding Hamiltons equations are then derived from the symplectic structure through the following formula
One can think of it as an equation for X H (x), for a given H (x). Often, it is written in the following shorthand notation
where i X H Ω = Ω (X H , ·) and the pointwise nature of the formula is not explicitly denoted. The symbol i X H Ω is referred to as the interior product of the vector field X H with the bilinear form Ω. This operation creates a linear form which makes the left-hand-side of above equation compatible with the linear form ∇H (x) , · on the right-hand-side of the formula.
The Generalized Poisson Bracket
The generalized Poisson bracket (GPB) have the following important properties:
1. Antisymmetry: {F, G} = − {G, F }.
2. Bilinearity: {λF + µG, K} = λ {F, K} + µ {G, K}.
3. Jacobi identity: {F, {G, K}} + {G, {K, F }} + {K, {F, G}} = 0.
Leibnitz identity: {F ·
5. Non degeneracy: if for all F , {F, G} = 0, then G must be a constant. where F, G, K are the elements of C ∞ (P ), λ, µ are arbitrary real numbers.
Based on the Liouville's theorem. Every smooth function G over the symplectic manifold generates a one-parameter family of symplectomorphisms and if {G, H} = 0, then G is conserved and the symplectomorphisms are symmetry transformations. We can define the generalized Poisson brackets (GPB) via the first four properties above.
Definition 1 ( [1]
). The generalized Poisson bracket on smooth manifold M is an operation of smooth function space C ∞ (M), for every pair F and G in C ∞ (M), to specify an element {F, G} in C ∞ (M) that corresponds to it, the operation which satisfies the conditions 1 − 4, the corresponding (M, {, }) is called Poisson manifold.
In this definition, the dimension of the M is not specified. It can be any finite dimension (especially odd numbers) or even infinitely dimensions. Since GPB satisfies the bilinear and Leibnitz identities, it actually defines the derivative operation on C ∞ (M), so for each smooth function H ∈ C ∞ (M), there is a vector field xi H which makes ξ H · F = {F, H} for every So generalized Poisson bracket {F, H} is the derivative of F in the direction of the vector field ξ H . In particular, if (x 1 , · · · , x m ) is the local coordinate at a point in M near p, {x i , H} defines derivative along the direction ξ H of coordinates x i , so it can parameterize the integral curve of ξ H with time parameter t such thaṫ
This is the generalized Hamilton equation of motion. Thus, for any function
, the time rate of change along the ξ H iṡ
By the Jacobi identity, the local flow of each ξ H remains unchanged in the GPB structure.
Using the Leibnitz properties of GPB, ∀F, G ∈ C ∞ (M):
Generalized Hamiltonian Equations (5) can be further written as:
). The necessary and sufficient condition for the definition of a GPB on any function matrix
2. Jacobi identity:
where i, j, k = 1, . . . , m.
Equation (7) in fact is Jacobi identity, it forms a set of nonlinear partial differential equations whose structural functions must be satisfied. In particular, any antisymmetric constant matrix is obviously satisfied by (7), so a Possion bracket can be determined.
Generalized Hamiltonian system
Generalized Hamiltonian system(GHS) is defined aṡ
where J (x) is structure matrix, ∇H (x) is the gradient of the function Hamilton, structure matrix J (x) satisfies the proposition 1. Some remarks are shown as:
1. when structural matrix is shown as J (x) = J 0 = 0 I n −I n 0 , the system is a classic
Hamilton system (CHS).
2. When the structural matrix element is a homogeneous linear function of x, namely J ij = c k ij x k , then the corresponding Possion is Lie-Possion bracket. 3. The dimensions of the classical Hamiltonian structure matrix must be even-dimensional, and GHS can be any dimensional.
The generalized Hamiltonian perturbation system is expressed as followṡ
The component differential equations of perturbed generalized Hamilton system areẋ i = J ij ∂H ∂x j + εg i , where εg i are small perturbation force(see [1, 2, 6, 7] ). A Hamiltonian system may be understood as a fiber bundle E over time, with the fibers, being the position space. The Lagrangian is thus a function on the jet bundle over E; taking the fiberwise Legendre transform of the Lagrangian produces a function on the dual bundle over time whose fiber at t is the cotangent space, which comes equipped with a natural symplectic form, and this latter function is the Hamiltonian.
In differential geometry, we mainly study a special kind of fiber bundle, a vector bundle. The vector field on a manifold is the cross section of a vector bundle.
The notion of a connection makes precise the idea of transporting data along a curve or family of curves in a parallel and consistent manner. There are various kinds of connections in modern geometry, depending on what sort of data one wants to transport. For instance, an affine connection, the most elementary type of connection, gives a means for transporting vectors tangent to a manifold from one point to another along a curve. An affine connection is typically given in the form of a covariant derivative, which gives a means for taking directional derivatives of vector fields: the infinitesimal transport of a vector field in a given direction.
Thus a covariant derivative is a way of specifying a derivative of a vector field along another vector field on a manifold. A Cartan connection is a way of formulating some aspects of connection theory using differential forms and Lie groups. An Ehresmann connection is a connection in a fibre bundle or a principal bundle by specifying the allowed directions of motion of the field. A Koszul connection is a connection generalizing the derivative in a vector bundle. Connections also lead to convenient formulations of geometric invariants, such as the curvature, and torsion tensor.
Lemma 3 ( [7]
). On any vector bundle, the connection always exists.
Manifolds can be considered as locally Euclidean spaces. Euclidean geometry is the geometry of flat space. The key difference between Euclidean and non-Euclidean spaces is that the Euclidean space is flat whereas non-Euclidean space is curved. The connection of Euclidean space is the differential of vector function in the usual sense. As for non-Euclidean space, the typical example is the Riemannian geometry, the Riemann metric leads to the concept of curvature, which reflects the degree of curvature of a manifold. A manifold whose curvature is zero is called a flat Riemann manifold. GHS is on the Euclidean space with the zero connection, GCHS is actually on the non-Euclidean space with nonzero connection.
Lemma 4 ( [7]
). Let M be the m dimensional Riemann manifold, and if the parameter curve C is the geodesic of the Christoffel-Levi-Civita connection on M, then C is called the geodesic line of Riemann manifold M.
In the local coordinate u i , the coefficient of the Christoffel-Levi-Civita connection ∇ is Γ j ik , then the condition of the curve C :
as geodesic is that it satisfies the two order ordinary differential equations
where
is the tangent vector of C.
Remark 1. The brackets in the preliminary knowledges are GCP brackets, and in the main result it will bring the subscript GHS to show the differences .
3 GCPB and W Operator
Connection and Covariant Derivative
For non-Euclidean manifold, there are usually many kinds of connection structures, like Levi-Civita connection Γ k ij of Riemann manifold, when k = j, we can obtain the covariant derivative operator ∇ i = ∂ i + A i , where A i = Γ j ij is one of Levi-Civita connection. This connection structure can play a decisive role in the stability of Hamiltonian system, in fact, Hamiltonian system with connection structures are dynamic, it can be very natural to introduce the concept of curvature R ℓ ijk using Levi-Civita connection, and some other geometrical concepts like curvature also can be accurately characterized in the Hamiltonian system, you can know that the bending of the space has the impacts of the Hamiltonian system with the connection through the study of a specific field, this effect is directly controlled by the spatial structure, if ℓ = j, it can give the Ricci tensor
where A i = Γ j ij , in fact, A i is just one kind of Levi-Civita connection Γ k ij if we consider the Riemann manifold.
On any manifold of positive dimension there are infinitely many affine connections. If the manifold is further endowed with a Riemannian metric then there is a natural choice of affine connection-the Levi-Civita connection. The choice of an affine connection is equivalent to prescribing a way of differentiating vector fields which satisfies several reasonable properties including linearity and the Leibniz rule, etc. This yields a possible definition of an affine connection as a covariant derivative or (linear) connection on the tangent bundle.
The development of non-Euclidean manifold allows us to better study the important physical fields such as electromagnetic field A i = eA a i τ a , quantum field, canonical field theory, etc. To study the properties of the more general Hamiltonian system from the fiber, the pure geometric introduction of the Hamiltonian system results in general geometrical dynamical results.
Then D is said to be a connection on tangent bundle T M.
In local coordinate system (U;
is the local frame field of tangent space
, one can have a more generalized form of derivative indicated as
Namely the covariant derivative can be derived , and covariant derivative
ki and the covariant derivative shows as
then for a given vector field − → a = e j a j = e j a j , j = 1, · · · , m, the Levi-Civita connection of Riemannian manifold is Γ j ik , the components of connection D of vector are
is Levi-Civita connection. Apparently, GHS cannot describe the space with connection, it has to be generalized to the GCHS for general form and keep the mathematical structure invariant under the transformation.
Let M be a given differential manifold, and (U, x i ) is the local coordinate card of M, a set of bases ∂ ∂x i , i = 1, 2, · · · , m of tangent space T p M that can be induced by coordinates. Vector translation in tangent space leads to the connection D, the connection D allows us to compare the vectors of the tangent space T p M at different points on the differential manifold.
We denote the covariant derivative vector operator as D = ∇ + A which results in the covariant derivative operator D i = ∂ i + A i , the second part is derived from the connection, here A is vector function relating to the structure of manifold, A i are called the structural derivative for the sake of the convenience. Hence the Levi-Civita connection is a structural derivative of Riemann manifold.
Then we abstract the general covariant derivative operator, denoted as
is the structural derivative as the components of vector function A, and connection space is a geometric space with A = 0. Actually, this is the derivative transformation showing as
where structural derivative A i are the function with respect to coordinates x and time t, D i is the covariant form.
Definition 5 (Covariant Derivative). In the local coordinate system (U; x i ) of connection space M is given for discussing the GCHS, covariant derivative can be mathematically expressed as
we have the following rules
is ordinary derivative, structural derivative A i is the coefficient of A on a phase space manifold.
Proof. The rules can be easily obtained by substituting covariant derivative
In fact, for different physical system, we need a different connection to measure and study, hence the connection term is very important for the study, hence for the Levi-Civita connection Γ k ij of Riemann manifold, we can write covariant derivative operator in the form 
2. Generalized covariant Jacobi identity:
where D l = ∂ l + A l is covariant derivative, ∂ l is ordinary derivative and structural derivative A l is a specific function on a phase space manifold.
Skew-symmetry used to be preserving structure, J is known as Poisson structure matrix satisfied generalized covariant Jacobi identity. The preserving structure means that the structural matrix remains for the GCHS we discuss, equation (10) forms a set of nonlinear partial differential equations whose structural functions must be satisfied. In particular, any asymmetric constant matrix is obviously satisfied (10), so a Poisson bracket can be determined.
Equation (10) actually is the generalized covariant Jacobi identity. Plugging covariant derivative into (10) gives
So when the covariant derivative is reduced to the ordinary derivative, generalized covariant Jacobi identities is also reduced to generalized Jacobi identity, hence complete Jacobi identity should be taken as generalized covariant Jacobi identity.
As a matter of fact, generalized covariant Jacobi identity (10) represents structural conservation on non-Euclidean manifold M with A l , when A l = 0, generalized covariant Jacobi identity in non-Euclidean space (11) reduces to structural equations on Euclidean flat manifolds M of proposition 1, that is to say, GCP B → GP B.
From generalized covariant Jacobi identity (12), it reveals that if A l = 0, the structural equations are not satisfied on Euclidean flat manifold M of proposition 1, namely J il ∂ l J jk + J jl ∂ l J ki + J kl ∂ l J ij = 0, thus the generalized Jacobi identity is not true in the non-Euclidean manifold M, the generalized Jacobi identity (GPB) is only applicable to the flat Euclidean space, to be applicable to general non-Euclidean spaces, the generalized covariant Jacobi identity (11) must be used to represent the structural properties of non flat manifold.
Obviously, the preserving structure equation (10) is natural prolongation of (7). Let's do some notations for discussions, we omit the subscript of GCHS in the equation {F, G} GCHS except special instructions in the following discussions of the main results, namely {F, G} GCHS ≡ {F, G}, and GPB is denoted as {F, G} GHS . Definition 6 (GCPB). Let F, G : U → R denote two C r , r ≥ 2 functions using covariant derivative D i on connection space. Then the GCPB of these two functions is another function, and it's defined through the covariant symplectic form as follows
Proof. The GCPB can be easily obtained by plugging covariant derivative .
The GCPB can also be shown in the matrix form
It indicates that GCPB still uses the structural matrix J = (J ij ) to preserve structure invariant. The biggest difference lies in the differential form, GCPB relies on covariant derivative D l , GPB depends on ordinary derivative ∂ l , due to the existence of the connection, we must consider covariant derivative operator. For completeness, Jacobi's identity will still remain.
For the following discussions, we will use GCPB bracket {F, G} = J ij D i F D j G without distinction. Obviously (6) is just part of (13), there are new items here
obviously, many out of three are related to A, if A = 0 holds true, then {F, G}−{F, G} GHS = 0.
We will define one of the most important operators in GCHS.
Definition 7 (W Operator (WO)). Covariant derivative operator
+ A i is defined on a local coordinate system (U, x i ) of the connection space of preserving structure, the skew symmetric structural matrix is J = (J ij ) = −J T , then Wang operator is defined as
where J (x) is structure matrix which satisfies the proposition 2, structural derivative A i is the coefficient of A along the direction e i on manifold M.
Essentially, W operator only works for the non-Euclidean space, to give more details of W operator as follows
Obviously, W operator W acting on a given function f which can derive a new function g.
The most peculiar thing is that W operator W as a complete operator only exists in the connection space with the connection form, it does not exist in flat Euclidean space and double summation to get a complete functional form.
Theorem 1. For the functions F, G ∈ C ∞ , the properties of WO can be given
and it can be also simplified as form
Proof. The rules of operation for addition and multiplication are respectively shown as
Correspondingly, we can derive that the second order of property 2 is
and property 2 is nonlinear operation.
Theorem 2. GCPB can be shown in the form
where W is W operator and symmetric part is W (F G) = W (GF ), skew-symmetric part is {F, G} GHS = −{G, F } GHS such as GPB defined.
Proof. Combining (13) and (15) which can easily prove the GCPB.
The GCPB is expressed as matrix form
or equivalently
then we derive the equation as below
Because the transpose of the first order matrix does not change, so
The following five expressions are the specific function form
Apparently, the ordinary derivative ∂ j in the GHS is completely replaced by the covariant derivative D j in the GCHS, and
These expressions above are the form of the double summation such as Einstein's summation convention.
Theorem 2 indicates that any GCPB {·, ·} can be decomposed into two parts: symmetric and antisymmetric, and
Once it goes back to flat Euclidean space, W operator disappears. 
Accordingly, we can deduce the equations as follows
where f, c ∈ C ∞ . So Now, we can evaluate the GCPB between the coordinates as shown in the following equation
where δ ik is Kronecker's sign, and J kl = J ij δ ik δ jl . Let W operator W function onto the x l which deduce the result below
Namely we can obtain
and then we can obtain the following expression by using Possion-W Bracket
By the expression above, the GCPB can be also expressed as form
where J kj = {x k , x j } GHS . Conversely, we can lead to the equation
Once the effects of W operator is removed, then GCPB degenerates into the GPB. In other words {x k , x j } → {x k , x j } GHS , and if k = j holds for the GCPB between the coordinates, then it yields
Properties of GCPB
Definition 9 (Properties of GCPB). Based on GCPB {F, G} = J ij D i F D j G, and W operator W with ∀F, G ∈ C ∞ (M): GCPB has the following important properties:
3. GCJI: {F, {G, K}} + {G, {K, F }} + {K, {F, G}} = 0.
Covariant Leibnitz identity: F · GW
+ K = F · {G, K} + G · {F, K}, or {F · G, K} = W (F GK) + {F · G, K} GHS .
Non degeneracy: if for all
where F, G, K are the elements of C ∞ (P ), λ, µ are arbitrary real numbers.
where the Jacobi identity needs to hold in order to preserve structure invariant, .
Proof. 1 According to the GCPB, we can derive the results as follows
Addition of two equations derives
Based on theorem 2, we can easily obtain {λF + µG, K} = W (λF K + µGK) + {λF + µG, K} GHS And then combining the first property of theorem 1 and the bilinearity of GPB {λF + µG, K} GHS which derives
According to the first property of the GCPB, we can get
Similarly, taking turns of three letters {b, {c, a}} = 2 W (b {c, a}) − {{c, a} , b} and {c, {a, b}} = 2 W (c {a, b}) − {{a, b} , c}, by Generalized covariant Jacobi identity, we can obtain identity below W (a {b, c} + b {c, a} + a {b, c}) + {a, {b, c}} GHS + {b, {c, a}} GHS + {c, {a, b}} GHS = 0 4 According to the GCPB, we have
Leibnitz identity can be shown as Possion-W Bracket in the following
Consequently the balanced identity holds
As a matter of fact that {F, G} = 0 is equivalent to the identities based on the symmetry of GCPB which are respectively
thus if {{b, c} , a} = 0, it leads to the identity {a, {b, c}} = 2 W (a {b, c}).
Obviously, the nature of properties 1,4,5 has undergone fundamental change, according to the mathematical expressions of 1,4,5, it's obvious that they're directly linked to the W operator and the symmetry has been greatly expanded. The law of Leibniz's derivation is not linear anymore. Jacobi identity can deduce general identity connected to the connection. property 2 is also complete under GCPB.
Based on the {F, G} − {G, F } = 2{F, G} GHS = −2{G, F } GHS , we can obtain {{b, c} , a} − {a, {b, c}} = 2{{b, c} , a} GHS in the same way, as such identity {F, G} + {G, F } = 2 W (F G) = 2 W (GF ). then {{b, c} , a} + {a, {b, c}} = 2 W (a {b, c})
Hence we can deduce the identity {a, {b, c}} + {b, {c, a}} + {c, {a, b}} = 2 W (a {b, c} + b {c, a} + c {a, b}) − ({{b, c} , a} + {{c, a} , b} + {{a, b} , c})
Let's consider non degeneracy {a, {b, c}} = 0, then 2 W (a {b, c}) = {{b, c} , a}, therefore the identity holds 2 W (a {b, c} + b {c, a} + c {a, b}) = {{b, c} , a} + {{c, a} , b} + {{a, b} , c}
According to the property of symmetry of GCPB, the equations hold for the functions
then we can derive the symmetric part and antisymmetric part respectively
It's transparent that {F, G} + {G, F } = 0 if W = 0, and {F, G} is reduced to {F, G} GHS . In fact, for the symmetric property of GCPB, we can have details shown as 
W Dynamics, NGHS and GCHS
Mathematically, on the basis of previous foundation, we would expect to establish the GCHS, and there is no doubt that the GCHS is equivalent to GCPB, GCPB should naturally deduce the GCHS and they can be derived from each other, additionally the GCHS is completely built on the W dynamics and nonlinear generalized Hamiltonian system , hence we need to define the concepts of WD and NGHS .
W Dynamics and NGHS

The covariant vector operator is
is the coefficient of structural derivative vector along the direction of e i on manifold M.
Definition 10 (W Dynamics(WD)). The total energy of the system is H on the connection space of preserving structure with W operator W , Then the rotational mechanics equation for Hamiltonian system is defined
is the skew-symmetric m × m matrix structural matrix, A (x) is the structural derivative matrix expressed as A = (A 1 , · · · , A m )
T and coordinate x = (x 1 , · · · , x m ) T is an m × 1-column vector.
W dynamics can also be deduced from the GCPB as follows
and where {1, H} GHS = 0 is obvious. As a matter of fact, the W dynamics just represents the rotational mechanical effects. The w is only associated with the W operator, mathematically, the W dynamics equation has no component expression and it only describes curved spaces, which is the characteristic quantity of non-Euclidean space. It is a measure of the dynamics of connection, specifically, the W dynamics is shown in the form
where A i J ij = L j . Strictly, W dynamics is a brand new and independent Hamiltonian system similar to the GHS, it's completely derived by the W operator in the Hamiltonian system. Let's generalize equation (8) to the Non-Euclidean manifold. The NGHS should be substitute for the GHS to improve and perfect original theoretical system. The nonlinear generalized Hamiltonian system is defined as follows:
Definition 11 (NGHS). The preserving structure of the connection space remains, the Hamiltonian is H of the system, the nonlinear generalized Hamiltonian system using covariant derivative is defined such thaṫ
Where the antisymmetric structure m × m matrix J obeys the proposition 2, the component expression of NGHS isẋ
Undoubtedly, NGHS embodies the GHS and new item J kj A j H derived from the connection, it implies that NGHS is holonomic and valid theory to replace the GHS using the time operator 
Explicitly, NGHS is not compatible with GCPB, so it's just a modification of GHS.
We can list the expressions both NGHS and WD together for a comparison
It is inconceivable that there are two dynamical systems simultaneously involved within the GCHS, or formally expressed as a matrix form
where I is unit matrix, distinctly, NGHS and WD are juxtaposed relations to describe the different mathematical structures under the same structural matrix J, it indicates that W Dynamics is as a new dynamical framework totally derived from the A, and A is a pure geometric quantity .
Covariant Time Operator
In order to achieve compatibility with GCPB, we must generalize the dynamics to general condition, a new covariant time operator is constructed by combining the dynamics of the time operator with the W dynamics.
Definition 12 (Covariant Time Operator(CTO)). The Hamiltonian H of the system with covariant derivative operator D i = ∂ ∂x i + A i is defined in the connection space of preserving structure, then covariant time operator is defined as
where w = W H is the characterization of W dynamics.
According to equation (16), the CTO can be shown as
Transparently, the W dynamics is directly linked to the Hamiltonian H using the GCPB. Covariant time operator has greatly expanded the scope of the time operator so that we can study the evolution of various physical systems in a broader and more general mathematical space. Certainly, the extended part w is an independent and complete dynamic system, it is derived from the interaction of Hamiltonian function H and W operator, in another word, the dynamic function w completely deduced from W operator acting on Hamiltonian functions. We can also deduce covariant differential form D = d + δ, where second part is δ = wdt. Then CTO can be rewritten as
, and we also have the following covariant differential form
where f, g ∈ C ∞ . Accordingly, the time rate of change of any scalar function f ∈ C 1 (M × R, R) on the generalized phase space can be computed from CTO by using the chain rule
This can be compactly written
Df dt = {f, H}, here the expression
is the generalized covariant (canonical) Poisson bracket. Undoubtedly, here the extra term W (f H) is generated by W operator.
Theorem 3. For a scalar function f ∈ C 1 (M × R, R) on the generalized covariant phase space, the covariant time rate of change of it is
where {f, H} is the GCPB.
GCHS 4.3.1 Covariant Symplectic Structure
In modern geometry, parallel transport is a way of transporting geometrical data along smooth curves in a manifold. If the manifold is equipped with an affine connection (a covariant derivative or connection on the tangent bundle), then this connection allows one to transport vectors of the manifold along curves so that they stay parallel with respect to the connection. In fact, the usual notion of connection is the infinitesimal analog of parallel transport. Or, vice versa, parallel transport is the local realization of a connection.
Hence we can introduce the structural derivative to symplectic structure, we can obtain the covariant symplectic structure on the phase space R m . Under the symplectic structure Ω (u, f ) = u, Jf , u, f ∈ R 2n , where ·, · denotes the standard Euclidean inner product on R 2n . Hence let's do a parallel transport for the vector field X H shown as
where A H is the structural vector field decided by the space form we study, it's vanished when the Euclidean space is considered, then the covariant symplectic structure Ω (u, f ) = u, Jf , u, f ∈ R m can be shown as
where structural matrix J = −J T , and covariant derivative structure D = ∇+A. Obviously, due to the symbol i X H Ω is referred to as the interior product of the vector field X H with the bilinear form Ω in the GHS, therefore, it can be put into the transformation for the interior product with structural vector field, hence we obtain
The notion of a connection makes precise the idea of transporting data along a curve or family of curves in a parallel and consistent manner. There are various kinds of connections in modern geometry, depending on what sort of data one wants to transport. For instance, an affine connection D, the most elementary type of connection, gives a means for transporting vectors tangent to a manifold from one point to another along a curve. An affine connection D is typically given in the form of a covariant derivative D i = ∂ i + A i , which gives a means for taking directional derivatives of vector fields: the infinitesimal transport of a vector field in a given direction. Here we make covariant derivative a covariant derivative vector D = ∇ + A in which we consider in the theory of GCHS.
The structural derivative A i in covariant derivative operator D i can help us study different physical and mathematical fields, namely different A i for different fields on manifold M can be specifically studied, once structural derivative A i is ensured, the relating generalized covariant Hamilton system is followed to ascertain, for the sake of actualizing compatibility and self consistency between GCPB and GCHS, the generalized covariant Hamilton system on manifold M with structural derivative vector A can be defined as follows:
T ∈ V be the local coordinates near the point p with the covariant derivative structure D on the covariant Poisson manifold (M, {}), the Hamiltonian of the system is H using covariant time operator as evolution operator, the generalized covariant Hamilton system (GCHS) on manifold M can be well-expressed as
+ w is CTO, V is the linear space, structure matrix W is the asymmetric m × m matrix shown as W = J + J , J = −J T , J = J T , T represents transpose of matrix and J (x) = xA T (x) J (x). Equation (18) can be expanded and written as form
describes the NGHS, w depicts the W dynamical effect, The component expression of the generalized covariant Hamilton system equation is
Consequently, GCHS and GCPB have brought about the compatibility and self consistency in mathematics. Particularly, GCHS and GCPB are built on the same structural matrix J such as proposition 2 defined, by this way, the preserving structure still remains and works in the non-Euclidean space. Especially, the connection space. It is explicit that through the GCHS theory, we can study the general topological properties and geometric properties of non-Euclidean space structures, and reveal the specific operation and details of Hamiltonian systems through the additional structures.
Using the GCPB or Poisson-W Bracket to express the equation of GCHS is
Apparently, the GCHS consists of NGHS and WD term.
Actually, equation (19) is the first order linear ordinary differential equation, hence, equation (18) is real Hamiltonian dynamical system, w is the necessary kinetic parameter, at the same time, it also reveals the non kinetic defects of GHS and the great restriction of its application. GCHS is covariant form, therefore, the mathematical forms are kept constant under coordinate transformation.
The concrete deduction process is
where P (x) = J (x) D+x W = W D, and P k = J kj D j +x k W , simultaneously, the components of the GCHS is described by the following evolution equation
Consequently, now let's consider the symmetry of W kj , hence, based on W kj = J kj + x k A i J ij and W jk = J jk + x j A i J ik , combining J kj + J jk = 0 and it gives
Hence we have the following relations W kj + W jk = 2J kj , W kj − W jk = 2J kj , accordingly, we have symmetric and skewsymmetric expressions as shown
The mathematical expression of GCHS can be specifically shown as
where I is unit m × m matrix, its component form is written as
Hence, when A = 0 holds,
of GCHS reduces to the dx dt = J∇H (x) of GHS . The generalized covariant Hamiltonian perturbation system is expressed as follows
The component differential equations of perturbed generalized Hamilton system are
, where εg i are small perturbation force.
Obviously (20) is the covariant expression of (8), if A = 0, then GCHS (20) reduces to GHS (8) . equilibrium equation of (20) Theorem 4. The expression in GCPB of the GCHS on the manifold M with connection can be expressed as
Proof. According to the definition (13) of GCPB , we can obtain
lently, GCHS can also be expressed as
Operationally, GCHS is equivalent to GCPB
It's definite that equation (19) is the covariant extension of (5), the essential difference between GHS and GCHS is associated with the connection, obviously, if condition w = 0 holds, GCPB degenerate into the ususal GPB, and (13) reduces to (6) ,(21) reduces to (19), Apparently (21) is covariant expression of (5).
The Equilibrium Equation
Equation (19) {x k , H} =ẋ k + x k w is a first-order ordinary differential equation. It is obvious that a linear term arises here because of the presence of connection x k w , for the equilibrium equation
The characteristic equation of (19) is λ + w = 0, then the eigenvalues are solved as λ = −w, where (19) is shown as If w > 0, when t → +∞, the zero solution is stable, the system tends to converge and be stable.
2. If w < 0, when t → +∞, the zero solution is unstable, the system is divergent.
3. If w = 0, namely the A = 0, then x k = x 0 k , that is, the system is in its original state. The above analysis also reveals that it is necessary to consider the Hamiltonian system in the connection space and the Hamiltonian is dynamic only in the connection space.
Hence let's analyze the position offset, if the GCPB {F, G} = J ij D i F D j G = 0, then the generalized conservation equations in non-Euclidean spaces can be obtained, so for the generalized conservation equations {x k , H} = J ij D i x k D j H = 0, it can obtain first order differential equation (23), assume that the coordinates are positive x k > 0, its solution is shown that all the solutions are determined by the initial conditions, and the two order Taylor expansion of the solution is
, ρ > 0, we can also get the position offset
Clearly the position offset is completely determined by the ρ = − T wdt, in the Euclidean flat space w = 0 leads to ρ = 0, the offset is zero, namely, x k = x 0 k , w = 0 in non-Euclidean space, then ρ = 0, the offset completely determines by the size of ρ .
We can take the NGHS form of expression (20)
and giving the below corollary Obviously corollary 1 is the extension of Lemma 1.
Covariant Momentum
Lemma 5. Based on the GCHS, the covariant momentum is
where m is the mass of objects.
And the component form in lemma 5 can be written in the form
the time rate of change leads to the consequence of force as below
Definition 14 (XP). Suppose that
it leads to the definition such that
where ρ jk = J ji ξ ik = J ji ξ kk δ ki = J jk ξ kk and −D k = ρ jk D j are defined respectively. Accordingly, we can deduce the expressions of force
Comparatively, let's make a comparison between coordinates and momentum
the Kronecker delta is a function of two variables, usually just positive integers. The function is 1 if the variables are equal, and 0 otherwise.
Theorem 5. The expression in GCPB of the momentum p k on the manifold M can be expressed as
where the time rate of change of momentum p k is then expressed aṡ
Since then, we can have
Using theorem 2, we can make it in the form
and an identity ρ jk + δ kj = 0 holds, and
Generally speaking, we can generalize the GCHS to more wider form.
Theorem 6. Suppose that generalized covariant Poisson-W bracket {f, H} = {f, H} GHS + W (f H) holds for all f ∈ C ∞ in the GCHS, then the covariant evolution is such that
in which we define the ordinary time derivative in the form
and generalized W dynamics is defined as
where W dynamics is such that w = W H = {1, H}.
The relation between generalized W dynamics and W dynamics is
Apparently, identity {f, f } GHS = 0 holds for all f ∈ C ∞ , hence
Generalized W Dynamics
Definition 15. The generalized W dynamics can be defined as
where w operator is denoted as
Hence the generalized covariant Poisson-W bracket can be shown as
and CTO can be expressed as
and ordinary time derivative can be in the form
The Covariant Canonical Equations
As a consequence of generalized covariant canonical Poisson-W bracket, then we can lead to
where the first part of NGHS is definitionally taken the form 
where F 0 is the initial value of function F , and we can obtain the commutation relation between the Hamiltonian H given by
The conservation of energy means that its commutation relation is 0, namely
where the H 0 = 0 means the total energy at the initial time t = 0. It implies that its zero solution can only be taken at the time tending to the infinity if w > 0, only in this way can it be stable.
Theorem 7.
The covariant canonical equations can be accordingly expressed by the GCPB:
The theorem 7 is the generalization of the canonical equations (2) . Here the expression {F, H} is called the generalized covariant canonical Poisson-W bracket, defined as
where the NGHSẋ = JDH,ẋ i = J ij D j H has been used. Specifically, if we take the F = x i and F = p k into consideration respectively, then the covariant canonical Hamiltons equations are derived as follows
Second Order Form of GCHS
According to the definition 13, we can define the acceleration flow based on the GCHS, Essentially, the acceleration flow is the second order of GCHS, and it's a second order differential equation.
Acceleration Flow
Definition 16 (Acceleration Flow). By definition 13, the acceleration flow in the connection space is defined as
Newton's second law expresses
Proof. According to the covariant time operator
+ w, second order differential equation can be mathematically calculated as
where we have substituted equation (17) into the proof.
Obviously, definition 16 also reveals the inevitable problems and critical limitations of GHS. Conversely, GCHS as a universal and intact theoretical system can remedy the defects of GHS. More importantly, acceleration flow is directly and completely derived from GCHS, it has achieved the self consistency and original intention between the Hamiltonian structure and classical mechanics along with the GCHS, the theories are compatible with each other. This vital point goes far beyond GHS reaches.
The expression in lemma 5 is equivalent to the Newton's second law F k = ma k . As a result, if 
Equilibrium equation
Equilibrium equation of (27) is a = 0, specifically, it's shown as t, as t → +∞, if w > 0, the solution is stable.
GCHS on the Riemann Manifold
In Riemannian geometry, the Levi-Civita connection is a specific connection on the tangent bundle of a manifold. More specifically, it is the torsion-free metric connection, i.e., the torsion-free connection on the tangent bundle (an affine connection) preserving a given (pseudo-)Riemannian metric. An affine connection is a geometric object on a smooth manifold which connects nearby tangent spaces, and so permits tangent vector fields to be differentiated as if they were functions on the manifold with values in a fixed vector space.
The fundamental theorem of Riemannian geometry states that there is a unique connection which satisfies these properties. In the theory of Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian manifolds the term covariant derivative is often used for the Levi-Civita connection. The components of this connection with respect to a system of local coordinates are called Christoffel symbols.
Curvature, torsion, and even covariant derivatives can actually be defined as mappings (transformations between sets). The operator itself can be viewed as a structure attached to a manifold without having to claim that the structure is induced from the Riemann metric tensor. Let M be a smooth manifold, if there is a mapping ∇ defined on M for any vector field X, Y, Z and function f are all: (1) .
Then ∇ is said to be a connection on a smooth manifold M [7] .
In a local coordinate system (U, x i ), connection ∇ : X (U) × X (U) → X (U) can be arbitrarily determined, law of motion at the natural shelf field For Levi-Civita connection in Riemann's geometry, a torsion free connection on a tangent bundle, which holds the Riemann metric constant. The fundamental theorem of Riemann geometry shows that existence of unique ties satisfies these properties. In the theory of Riemann manifold and pseudo Riemann manifold, the expression of the coordinate space of the connection are Christoffel symbol, let the (M, g) be a Riemann manifold, and consider the Levi-Civita connection on the Riemann manifold, then the covariant derivative can be obtained 
